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Introduction
1.1

Literature

Review

The spatial redisLribution of' organisms in an ecosystem is often a complex process. Many ecosystems exhibit spatial complexity on a broad range of sea.Jes,
driven by the physical environment and biotic interactions (l]. As different
species aggregate and disperse in spatially complex ways, even a.n initially uniform environment will soon evolve spatial heterogeneity.
There a.re a variety of factors that drive the spatial dynamics of a. population, including defense against predators, improved success as predators, and
enhanced reproducLive success. Also, spatial complexity often arises from dispersal and a.ggregaLion. When a.n organism is itself responsible for chemical, auditory, visual or other cues which lead to aggregation, nonlinear feedback occurs,
ere a Ling self-organiied groups of inclividua.ls (self-focusing). Sel [-dissipation also
plays a.n important role in many ecosystems' dynamics. It is the interaction beLwcen self-focusing and self-dissipating forces that lea.els to the complex spatial
reorganization of popu la.tions of organisms.
Spatial dynamics typically play a central role in the community dynamics
of highly mobile insects (2] such as the mountain pine beetle (MPB) (3]. The
spatial dynamics of the MPB/pine tree host system has long been the subject
of research because of its ecological and economic impact. As an aggressive
bark beetle (one that kills its host), eruptions of this species are impressive
events resulting in intensive and extensive outbreaks with serious economic and
ecological consequences. It is clear that disturbances, such a.s MPB outbreaks,
may be central Lo maintaining the structure, function and health of western
forests. For many bark beetle species, including MPB, self-focusing and selfdissipating aspects o[ the species' chemical ecology a.re integral components
affecting population dispersal and aggregation. Many models have been constructed [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 2] to describe bark beetle dispersion dynamics. In 1996,

Powell et al. [9] built upon these to develop a large-scale (e.g. forest-sized)
reaction-diffusion partial differential equation (PDE) model of the spatial interaction between MPB and its host trees, including critical components of the
species' chemical ecologies.
The spatial dynamics of beetle populations have been of particular interest
in characterizing and modeling both endemic and epidemic population levels.
Self-focusing and self-dissipating mechanisms play a particularly important role
for small predators that attack dangerous prey which are, at the same time,
easily over-exploited. To overcome a tree's defenses, hundreds of beetles must
coorcli naLe their attack [10, 11, 12, 13]. However, once a tree has been successf'ully overcome, the phloem layer in which MPB nest is easily over-crowded.
To faciliLaLe a mass attack and subsequent repulsion, a chemical communication system lias evolved [14, 15, 16]. This system relies on attractive and
repulsive pheromones to coordinate aggregation [17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and antiaggregation [22, 23, 15, 24, 25]. As a population organizes according to tl1cse
forces the dispersal pattern can become very complex. Understanding the spatial dynamics is crucial to the modeling of the interaction between rvIPB and host
trees. The reaction-diffusion PDE, or global, model of Powell et al. bas proved
Lo be too complicated for easy ecological use. A local projection based upon a
Gaussian ansa/;; captures both aggregation and dispersal in a single system of
ordinary differential equal.ions (ODEs), which has facilitated experimenLaLion
a11d paramet.rizalio11.

1.2

Mountain

Pine Beetle Life History

To effectively model Lhe MPB/hosL system we must have a clear understanding
of the beetles' life history and how beetles and trees interact.
MPB larvae
overwinter in the phloem tissue of Lrees. As they reach maturity, in late summer,
they disperse through the forest in search of new trees in which to nest and breed.
Once a female be tie has found a suitable host tree it will begin drilling a hole
through the outer layer of bark to reach the phloem tissue. Remaining in the
phloem layer, the beetle turns and begins boring a gallery up the trunk of Lhe
tree. As beetles bore through the phloem tissue, they interrupt the transport
of high-energy compounds produced by the tree during photosynthesis.
Pine tree hosts do not passively submit to MPB attacks; they have evolved
physiological mechanisms to resist beetle attacks [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. When a
beetle bores into a tree, the tree responds by flooding the gallery with resin which
contains compounds toxic to the beetle. In addition to the Loxic properties resin
also serves as a pl1ysical barrier to MPB. The beetle is either forced out of the
attack hole by the viscous resin or encased by it as it crystallizes.
In order for MPB to complete their galleries and successfully nest, the tree's
resin defenses mu t first be exhausted. If MPB manage to successfully overcome
a tree and lay eggs, these eggs will develop into larvae. As these larvae develop
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they move horizontally through the phloem layer, feeding on its energy-rich
sugars, interrupting even more of the tree's nutrient transport. It is this girdling
effect that eventually kills the tree. In this stage of development, MPB arrest
and typically overwinter as larvae. As spring temperatures warm, the larvae
recommence development [31, 32, 33]. Once fully developed, a mass emergence
is initiated by appropriate environmental conditions. MPB emerge from the
tree as mature adults in search of a new host in which to continue the cycle. It
is this redistribution during the search for new hosts that we attempt to model.

1.3

Behavior
ten1

of the Pine Beetle/Host

Tree Sys-

The danger to a single beetle attacking a tree is great. The resin resources o('
a tr0e are large compared to the amount required to pitch out one beetle; in
a one-on-one battle, a healthy tree will win. As with many systems in which
a small predator attacks a large dangerous pr y, the tree has the advantage in
that it can repel many attacks before being overcome.
The strategy, then, for the beetles is to coordinate their attacks so that, together, they can exhaust the tree's resin supply. Synchrony must play a crucial
role if such a mass attack is to be successful [34]. Many beetles in a population
must emerge at the same time and focus their attacks on a single tree weak
enough to be overcome. To coordinate such attacks, MPB have evolved a communication system based on beetle-produced chemical pheromones (see above)
and tree-produced chemical kairomones [22]. This communication system enables TVJPBLo focus their attacks to a common host tree.
As beetles emerge, they follow kairomone and pheromone cues which direct
them in their flight [35, 36, 37, 38]. Kairomon s may play a more dominant role
in initiation of a mass-attack by signaling a tree as weakened by disease or other
stresses [39, 40, 41]. At low population densities, attacking MPB selectively
attack these trees. Visual [42, 43], auditory and tactile cues likely play a role
in attack initiation. Once it lands and begins boring into a tree, a beetle emits
pheromones which attract more beetles. These new beetles emit even more
pheromone, strengthening their effect. This nonlinear self-focusing has the effect
of attracting large numbers of beetles to a single tree. In defense, th tree
floods attack holes with resin, depleting its reserves. If the beetles successfully
coordinate their attack, the tree will quickly exhaust its resin supply and will
not be able to repel further attacks.
This type of self-focusing will attract many beetles, often more than can
optimally infest a single tree. If too many beetles infest one tree, they begin competing with one another for limited nesting space resulting in mortality from within-tree competition.
To avoid intraspecific competition due to
ov r-population the pheromone communication system also includes an anti-
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aggregation mechanism. Once a certain stage is reached in the attack, different
pheromones begin to play the dominant role. These pheromones have the effect
of repelling new attacks from a. tree.
Some of the specific chemicals involved in the MPB communication system
are known. Once an attack has been initiated, a major constituent of the
resin of Pinus spp., a-pinene, is converted by attacking female beetles into
tmns-verbenol [22]. This is often used as an aggregation pheromone attracting
both sexes. At higher concenLrations of trans-verbenol, higher proportions of
males are attracted. Ma.Ies produce exo-brevicomin, which a.t low concentrations
primarily attracts females [17]. Attacking males also release verbenone, which,
a.L high concenLrations, inhibiLs Lhe landing of additional beetles. Once the
concentration of verbenone sufficiently exceeds the concentration of aggregating
pheromones, flying beetles in the area switch their attacks to nearby host trees.
In this manner beetle populations manage to survive from year to year at
endemic levels, killing only a. few trees. AL endemic levels, only weaker Lrees
can be successfully attacked. As population numbers grow, more vigorous, and
subsequently more nutritional, Lrees can be overcome. When populations grow
large enough, an outbreak results, in which populations can kill large numbers
of' healthy pines.
8xperimenLs have been designed [44] Lo help fa.ciliLaLe Lhe study the aggr0galion and clisp rsa.1of !VIPB. To observe beetle atLack behavior Bentz et al. [44]
organized plots of about 450 ,;qua.re meters. To ensure MPB acLivity in a plot
Lhey attached a chemical lure Lo the tree in the center of the plot which drew
i\ilPB to the area. Once a mass attack had begun on the center tree, baits were
removed and they recorded how the beetles wou Id completely overcome the cenLer Lrce, then swiLch the mass attack to a nearby tree. To track MPB behavior,
daily counts w re made of new attacks in desiginated sections of ea.ch lodgepole
1\'ithin the plot. This allowed creaLion of a temporal a.nd spatial picture of beetle
acLivity in the area ..
In tl1is pa.per, I describe the global model and its meaning. Also, the assumpLions and steps used to create the local projection are given. Many parameter
values can be estimated by referencing liLerature. Once a local model has been
constructed we can use our experimental data to determine values for remaining
pa ra.rneters.

1.4

Global Model

To understand the behavior of the pine beetle/host tree system, Powell et at.
[9] constructed a. model which accounts for tbe effects of the populations size
of flying beetles and nesting beetles, the health of a forest, and the pheromone
and kairomone concentrations in a forest.
The following variables clescri be densities and depend on spatial location,
x, y, and time, t:
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P(x, y, l) - population of flying MPB.
Q(x, y, l) - population of (alive) nesting MPB.
A(x, y, l) -

concentration

of volatiles released by beetles; pheromones.

C( x, y, t) - concentration of volatiles released by attacked trees; kai romones.
S(x, y, t) - resin outflow.
R(x, y, t) - resin capacity (related to phloem thickness and size of Lree).
H(x, y, t) -

number of entrance holes bored by attacking

MPB.

WiLh these variables they constructed the model. By neglecting spatial redistribution, the number of flying MPB decreases proportionally to the death rate,
w 1 P and the number of beetles who land and attempt

to nest

.

111 a

R
Ro

tree, r 1 -P.

The Lenn r 1 P capLures the rate at which MPB land to atla.ck hosts. Ro is the
rest resin capaciLy of the tree, proportional to the surface area of the bole. Con-

R
measures the uninfested portion of the bole. This
Ro

sequ<'ntly, the fraction -

gives a. dynamic equaLion for changes in flying MPB density:

The term I capLures the ernerg nee rate of flying MPB.
1esLing MPB
The nesLing populaLion, Q, grows proportionally
Lo r 1 P.
die at some rate, w 2 Q. Finally, beetles may be killed by the natural defense
mechanisms of Lhe host, resin out-flow. The population of nesting MPB should
decrease in proportion to the resin out-flow Lhrough occupied burrows, f31S¥r.
This gives an equa.Lion for Q,

(1.1)
The rate of increase in the number of holes drilled is precisely equal to
Lhe number of MPB who have attempted to nest. On the other hand, resin
crystallizes after flowing through burrows, slowly closing the hole. This means
that the holes should be lost at a. rate proportional to the a.mount of resin outflow, S', which itself is proportional to the number of holes and the available
resin ca.pa.city,
A rate equation for H is given by
( l. 2)
It remains to be determined how the local resin ca.pa.city and amount of
resin outflow vary with time. Let Ro be the constitutive resin level of the tree.
When R -----+ 0 the tree has no ca.pa.city to replenish its reservoir, so that the
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raLe of change of the resin capacity should be proportional to R(R- Ro)- Resin
capacity is depleted proportionally to the number of entrance holes and the
available a.mount of resin which can flow out through the holes. These two
processes g1ve

(1.3)
This model for the tree defensive response is essentially that proposed by Berryman et. al. [5], with the difference in interpretation that the R used here descrih s the Lota! resin capacity of the attacked tree, whereas the Berryman
defensive variable is the resin available to flood a single nest gallery. One advantage of this interpretation is that the resin capacity is proportional, in part,
Lo the surface area of the host bole, which is convenient for analyzing rate of
atLack and the erf"ect of resin exudation on nesting MPB. Otherwise, the hosLMPB model above differs from Berryman et. al. by including host recovery (via
Lh<"variable ff) and an explicit mechanism for relating the number of attacks
on a host Lo 1PB population densities.
This set of equations reflects the temporal behavior without spatial redistribution. One mechanism for understanding spatial redistribution is to consider
mass balances in some arbitrary two-dimensional spa.Lia.Idomain, D [45, 46, 47].
The t.otal numher of beetles in that dotnain is

N

=

llp

dx dy,

and can change only clue to movement of beetles across the boundary of D (rlux)
or loss/emergence of"beetles wiLhin n (sinks/sources). This gives a simpl<" law,

!}_N=
cl/,

Flux into

n-

Flux out of

n+

Source Terms

The source and sink terms are described above.
denoted as F(P, A, x, y, t), so Lhat
Source Terms

-

Sink Terms

=

-

Sink Terms .

For brevity these terms are

fl

F clx cly.

The rlux terms will quantify how the population of flying IvIPB disperse.
Denote the flux vector by
There are three basic components to the flux
function, reflecting the beetles' recognition of potential hosts, their response to
pheromones, and the degree of randomness in their behavior. This allows for
an interplay between random and nonrandom movement, as in [48]. Thus,

J.

where

• ¢c is flux a.long gradients
potential

of C'(x, l) clue to chemota.ctic

recognition

of

hosts,

¢c =

KPVC'.

• ¢A is flux clue to the beeLles' attraction to/repulsion
from the suite of
pheromones, A. The summed response of these pheromones is attractive
in small concentrations,
repulsive in larger concentrations, giving

• q>p is flux clue to the b etles'

random redistribution
in the absence of
only on spatial changes in Lhe clensiLy of'flying

oLher influences, dependent
beetles, which gives

q>p =

-1-tV P

lleLurning Lo the balance law, the total flux inLo D will be Lhe inLegral of' the
rlux vectors a.round the boundary of the domain. This giv s the expression

c;~N

= Jln ¢ •11els+

Jl

F clx cly = Jl

[F -

v •¢7]clx cly.

LIere 11 is Lhe Ullit normal vector Lo the boundary, 8D, of D, and the Divergence
Theorem is used for the latter equality. Writing this expression in terms of only
on integration,

8t + v · ¢ jJn(l [aP

F

]

clx dy = 0.

Since O is complcLely arbitrary, the inLegra.ncl must be zero, g1v111ga spatioLemporal evoluLion equation for P,

where

f(A)

= A3Ao {(A3 + 1) In [1 + ~]
- ~}.
A3Ao
Ao

This equation and its derivation are similar to equations for environrnenta.llyinclucecl movemenL in [49, 50, 51, 52].
Powell et al. assume that the chemical concentrations, A and C', obey sta.nclarcl diffusion laws, but with sources and sinks of their own. For the suite of
pberomones released by nesting beetles, sources a.re proportional to Q, while
losses occur due to chemical decomposition and a.clvection through the canopy.
These effects give a linear diffusion equation for A,

For host kairomones, C, the source is resin outflow. Again, some loss is ex peeled
clue Lo chemical decomposition, giving an equation similar to that for A,

( l.6)
Equations (Ll - 1.6) are a complete spatio-temporal
denL variables controlling the behavior of MPB/pine
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clescripLion of the depenrelationship.
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Methods
2.1

Objectives

and Experimental

Design

The global model describing MPB/host tree system behavior is complex and
involves many parameters describing various physical quantities or rates. To
understand betLer what these parameter values should be, a local projection of
the global model has been ta.ken which will allow direct comparison of physical data and model predictions. Below is an explanation of the basis for the
localization of the model and the values used for estimated parameter values.
Also, the technique used to At values for the most troublesome para.meters is
cl('scribed a.ncl the results reported. Providing support for non-fitted parameter
vc1luf's c1nd for parameter values obtained using field data will help clarify our
choices and justify parameter use in the global model. The global mod I has
grf'at potential for not only understanding system behavior, but also prediction
and management.
To reach these goals Bentz et al. [44] designed experiments which focus on
the aggregation and dispersal of MPB. Initiating an MPB mass attack on Olte
tree then allowing beetle pheromones to drive system dynamics provides an area.
where we can track daily attacks on neighboring trees. It is possible to create
a picture of how iVIPB attacks vary temporally and spatially using these daily
attack counts.

2.2

Localization

of the Global Model

The global model has been constructed ta.king into account factors such as numbers of flying and nesting beetles, vigor of a tree, and pheromone and kairomone
concentrations.
This model, describing dynamics on a forest-sized scale, has
proved difficult for ecological use. This is because variables describing an entire
forest a.re spatially and temporally extended.
For example, the model va.ri-

g

able representing the population of nesting beetles, Q, describes the density of
nesting beetles as a. continuum throughout the forest, rather than the number
of' beetles nesting in a. single tree. Directly measuring this type of number is
difficult, ma.king parameter estimation impractical.
Localizing the global model will convert variables from densities to numbers
aL a. point, for example, numbers of beetles in a single Lree. These typPs of
numbers a.re more easily obtained from field studies. This will allow use of
the observational data. to approximate parameLer values which best match the
model to observed system dynamics.
Powell et al. [9] assume that Lhe relationship between global state variables
(densities) and local variables (numbers at a. point) is Gaussian in space for
all of the time-centered variables (A, C, H, Q and R). The response of the
popu la.tion, P, wi II be approached with a. steady-state description used in [53].
Integrating the global model is a difficult proposition, particularly considering Lhat the parameters are unknown and existing data is Lernporally ext ndecl
al a. single spatial location. This section will investigate the consequences of
Lhe global model at a single spatial location using a local modelling technique
initiated in [9]. The idea is Lo use the integrals
and
to 'project' Lhe equations (1.4 - 1.6) onto ODE for the evoluLion of Gaussian
para.meters. Equivalently, this may be viewed as an analytic calculation o[ the
zeroth and second moments of the profile, which a.re then used to parametrize
a. Ga.us,-ia.n with the same moments. This will not be satisfactory for P, which
becomes multimodal clue to nonlinear self-focusing/defocusing.
In whaL follows
we will resolve this difficulty by using the lea.ding eigenfunction for P to replace
(1.4), thus achieving an a.diaba.Lic response for flying MPB density.

2.2.1

Projection

onto Spatial

Modes

To produce a local set of equations reflecting global redistribution Powell el al.
[9] 7wrametrize spa.Lia.I behavior in a local way, that is, determine requirements
a.I out the temporal evolution of parameters in a spatial description of variables.
To do this, They choose a parametrized spatial form for the variables, then
allow the parameters to vary Lempora.lly in a way consistent with the governing
PDE. This spatial description of variables could take the form of a cone or
a cylinder. However, they assume that the variables a.re Gaussian in space.
Statistically, this shape best describes a quantity which is localized at a point
and drops off quickly as you move outward. A Gaussian form describes the
pheromone variable, A, particularly well since the pheromone molecules obey
random diffusion laws and are lost to the environment as they move outward.
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Let.ting

e denote

the distance from the focus tree,
2

A

231-e-e

Q

2q(t) e-e2/w ,

/tua(t)

Wa(t)

'

w

2 ro(t) e_e2/w

Ro

w

,

2 h(t) e_e2/w.
w

H

Since the local model deals ma.inly with the behavior of an already initiated
aLLa.ck, they largely neglect the effects of tree-produced attractants,
C'. The
cxperi111ental design of Bentz el al. [44] e111ploys baited trees to initiate attacks; mimicking, then removing effects of host ka.iromones. Neglecting C' leaves
fl, Q, Ro, H and P with which to construct a local model.
These local variables will not provide an exact solution of the PDE, but
will reflect the character of the PDE behavior. The dependence of Gaussian
para111eters on Lime is explicit above. The number w is constant, representing
the characteristic size of the tree of interest. The variables Q, R, H and S vary
temporally only in size, reDecting the fact that their spatial scale is fixed. To
localize the variable P (1.4) it is replaced with its leading eigenfunction, which
maintains the cl sired characteristic PDE behavior;

P

=
1')

,o
+
W1

exp [~A 3 A 0 ((A

3

fl

+

1) In [1

+ (AAA )] - AA)]
3

0

0

(2. l)

For the diffusion of chemical concentrations, the Gaussian ansatz is exact:
the radial diffusion equation maps Ga.ussians to Gaussians over time. On the
other hand, if a Gaussian ansatz were used for the flying MPB, not only would
il lw extremely optimistic, it would fail to capture the repulsive wave following
successful infestation, which has already been discussed.
To determine how the Gaussian parameters vary in time, we will integrate
(1.5) over space. Noting that

and Lhat

j

•OO

/\I[

0

integrating

12

2-e-T
),

e3 elf=

M >.,

( l. 5) over space gives

1
00

a= -cl
ell

O

Aecle=

;·OO

O

[

1 8
bi-~(CAe)+a1Q-81A
C ve
11

] fclf

= a1q - 81a.
Performing

the same integration

with an additional

£2 in the integrand gives

= (4b1 - 81)awa + a1qw.
These Lwo equaLions may be simplified to give a system of Lwo clirTerenLial equations for the pheromone parameters a(t) and wa(t),

and
.
Wa

2.2.2

W -Wa

= 4b1 + a1q---.

A Local Model

Cl

for Infestation

Powell el al. 1·eplace the nonlinear redistribution equation (2.1) with Lhe quasis!eacly response. Next, they deLermine how to convert this response funcLion,
which gives population densiLy as a function of chemical forcing, into a number
of Oying J\lPB available locally Lo infest the focus tree, which is referee! to as I.
Leaving I undeLermined, the final system of ODEs is:
ii=
.
Wa

W-Wa

= 4bi + et1q---,

.
q=

r1

·
h=

r-1

(2.3)

r3
- /3-qr,

(24)

r
-I

r3
- -r,

(2.5)

ro

= r[-(ro
w

Cl

r
-I

ro

r2

1:

(2.2)

a1q - 81 a,

1u

w

-

h.r,

1

r3

1') -

-h].
w

(2.6)

The number of infesting MPB, I, is taken to be proportional to the number
of flying MPB in the steady-state solution, evaluated at the location of the host
tree,

The constant re is a 'radius of engagemenL,' or conversion factor transforming
the density of flying MPB into the number of MPB attacking the focus tree.
lL may be thought of as the distance at which an individual MPB can sight
12

and ori·nt on a parLicular tree. The approximation of the integral is based on
a cylindrical approximation Lo Lhe volume under P when 1·J« 1 bee. LeLLing
c = 1·---2'..::2_
we have
1 +v1

It i~ important to note that if we assume that the chemical profile reaches
equilib1ium rapidly, th variable describing the pheromone cloud, A, can be
written in terms of the number of nesting beetles, q,
2

2a 1 q
[
f>if
]
• = 461 + w81 exp - 461 + w81

A

As wi 11be discussed below, Lhis is a val id assu 111ption because 81 is large. H
we want to know the value of Lhis variable aL the location of the tree we can
evaluat it at e= 0 and obtain
0

A=

2a1q
.
461 + w81

So the nfestation function given in terms of beeLle population,
at equilibrium and P is quasi-steady, is

?
I= cr;exp

[ -r\3Ao
//

p

( (A3

+ 1) In [ 1 + (

2a l q)
) ]
(461+w81 A3Ao

assuming A 1s

(4bi :al~I~))

Ao)]

(2.8)
List; of variable and parameter definitions used in Lhe local projection model
are pre,ented in Table 2.1. and Table 2.2. Even though the model is very complex, involving seven global variables, six local variables, and more than twenty
parameters, there is a balance of complexity maintained by the number of ecological Jegrees of freedom of the system. Compared to the complexity o[ Lhe
system. the model is reasonable.

2.3

Non-fitted

Parameter

Values

Defore using the local model for para.meter estimation, values were chosen using
literature and knowledge of the biological systems involved, for para.meters not
being fitted. Because of the la.ck of understanding
and previous study, three
of the most difficult parameters to estimate a.re Ao, I/ and c. Assigning values
to the other model para.meters, I use a. lea.st-squared fitting method to obtain
approximate values for the final three parameters.
In this section a.re brief
explanations for non-fitted parameter estimates. See Table 2.3 for a summary
of non-fitted para.meter values.
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Model Variable Definitions
Variable

A
C
H
p
Q
R

s

a
h
I
q

r
W«

Definition
C lobal model
Global model
Global model
Global model
C lobal model
Global model
Global model

variable
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable
variable

Local model variable
Local model variable
l~quation describing
Local model variable
Local model variable
Local model variable

describing
describing
describing
describing
describing
describing
describing

describing
describing
number of
describing
describing
describing

pheromone concentrations
kairomone concentrations
attack hole density
flying beetle density
nesting beetle density
the vigor of forest trees
resin outflow
the number of pheromone molecules at a particular
number of attack holes in a single tree
beetles available locally to infest a tree
population of nesting beetles at a particular site
current vigor ( resin capacity) o[ a tree
the spread of a pheromone cloud

Table 2.1: A list of variables appearing
redistribution.

2.3.1

A3

-

Saturation

in the global and local models for MPD

Parameter

for Pheromones

In an early version of the model [9] the Oux clue to beetles' attraction
repulsion from th(' suite of pheromones, A, was modeled as

to and

<D= t/P(Ao -A)VA,

where Pis the population of Aying beetles [9, 53). This model did not work well
for large values of A. It had the effect of not only repelling beetles from a tree,
but also l'rom the ('ntire area. To better fit empirical evidence, A3, a para.meter
describing the maximum sa.Lura.tion concentration of pheromones, was added.
This has the effect that, once pheromone concentrations reach a certain value,
no higher concenLraLion will increase Lhe repulsive effect. The new model for
chemotaxis is
<D= I/PA

Th is flux function has the effect
beetles for large A, parametrized
A3 that, for small A, will behave
saturating effect to restrain the
was chosen, which has the effect

Ao -A
I VA.
o + A A3

of attracting beetles for small A and repelling
by A3 for A > Ao. 'vVehave chosen a value for
much like the earlier model and still allow the
repulsion as A grows large. A value of A3 = 1
that, as A gets large, the flux is approximately
(2.9)

and as A. gets small the flux is approximately
<D= 1/P'v A,

(2 10)

site

Parameter

ro
r1

r2/w
r 3 /w
re
(J

w

Parameter Definitions and Units
Defmition
Critical concentration at which pheromones become repulsive
Saturation parameter for pheromones
Rate of pheromone production by nesting beetles
Rate of resin exudation by host tree
Mortality rate of beetles due to resin outflow
Rate of pheromone diffusion
Rate of kairomone diffusion
Scaling constant to describe MPB background emerg nee far from
a tree
Loss rate of pheromones
Loss rate of kairomones
Distance from the focus tree
Diffusitivity of nying be ties clue to random movement
Strength of' directed IvlPB motion due to pheromone gradients
Ii-est resin capacity of a healthy tree
Rate of landing and conversion from flying to nesting beetles
Rate of resin replenishment
Rate of resin outflow through holes bored by beetles
Rate of resin crystallization ( tree recovery)
Conversion factor for transforming the density of flying MPB into
the number of MPB attacks; or 'radius of engagement'
Parameter describing the openness of a stand of trees
Parameter representing the characteristic size of a tree
Table 2.2: A list of parameters
MPB redistribution.

appearing

Units

~lg r11-1 I-IMPB/lg fh- 1

hec 1 Ra 1
hec fh- 1
hec fh- 1
HMPB hec-

1

f1i-1
fh-1

hec½
hec r1i- 1
hec 2 /lg- 1 n,-1
hec Ro
n,-1
hec- 1 fh- 1 Ra 1
n,-1
hec- 1 R-0 1
hed

in the global and local models for

1

so that neither peak repulsion nor attraction depend directly on the magnitude
of A, but only on its gradient. The fact that 2.9 and 2.10 a.re equal but opposite
agrees well with the logic that the maximum speed of beetles leaving an area
should equal the maximum speed of their arrival.

2.3.2

a1

-

Rate

of Pheromone

Production

Estimating the emission rate of the pheromone tra.ns-verbenol by a. female MPB
al about 20ng f'11- 1 [54], gives
CL1

2.3.3

{3-

Mortality

= 2µg fh-

1

HMPB-

Rate of Beetles

1

.

Due to Tree Defenses

I estimate f3 indirectly by assuming that a. general a.tta.ck mt of 500 MPB over
a 5-clay period is just barely sufficient for overwbel ming a heal thy tree's defenses
[55, 56]. EsLirna.Ling Lhere to be 5 flight hours in a clay, Lhis tra.nslaLes into an
infestation rate of 0.20 HMPB per flight hour. Using this in (2.4) in place of
thr infestation Lerm should correspond to q 0 giving

=

HMPB

0--

fh

= 0.2--HMPB
fh

r3

(2.11)

(3-qr.
w

Al this point Lhe Lree should be a.ble to replenish its resin reserves at Lhe same
rate as they are being depleted by attacking beetles, thus no net change should
be s en. From the steady state of (2.6) we have r = ro - ~h. Assuming the
number of attack holes to be approximately equal to the nu-mber of attacking
female beetles and replacer in (2.11) results in

HlVIPB
0.2--fh

r3
= /3-roq
w

(

r3
l - --q

roi·2

)

.

(2.12)

In Lhis form, Lhe resin capaci Ly of a tree is a function of numbers of nesting
beetles, .f(q) = IJ
_!_;i_q).
This quadratic has zeros a.t q = 0 and q =
ror2
1·0 1·2/r 3 , and has the form of a para.bola (Figure 2.1) with it's maximum ha.If
wa.y between Lhe zeros, meaning that the maximum response of the tree will be
when q = ror 2 /2r·3 Using this value in (2.12) we have

(1-

_ HMPB
02
fh

= ,Br2
4w

where r 0 has been replaced with its value, 1 bee Ra. This equation will be one of
four used to solve for the related para.meters /3, r2, r3, a.ncl r4 (Section 2.3.10).
nil analysis reveals the units of f3 to be hec 1 Ro 1.
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f(q)

q

[i'igure 2.1: The resin capacity of a tree as a function of numbers of aLLacking
beeLles.

2.3.4

b1

-

Rate

61

-

Loss Rate

of Pheromone

Diffusion

of Pheromone

The self-modiJying spatial behavior of the system is mediated by the pheromone
plume produced by nesting MPB. One model for the diffusion of the pheromone
plume produced by q nesting MPB at the origin would be
(2.13)
where u is tbe average wind speed, which is assumed to be directed along the x
axis in the positive direction. Also, by assuming, based on observations of smoke
p 1u mes, that the diffusion in the cli rec ti on of the wind i tse1f is small (b2 ~ 0). The
parameter a 1 is known to be approximately 2µ.g fh- 1 I-IlVIPB- 1 . To determine
the remaining parameters, bi and 81 we rely on dimensional argument .. Let (
be the average separation between hosts ( ~3 meters) in an open-canopy stand.
We estimate the scale of losses Lo satisfy
~

b1

C ~ 01'
so that characteristic losses occur on a tree-to-tree scale in open-stand conclitions. The rate of chemical mixing clue to turbulence we relate to the adation
generated by solution via method of steepest descents. Solving these two expressions for bi and 81 gives
and

0 - .:!_
1 -

2("

As the canopy of a stand becomes more closed the air below the canopy becomes
more isolated from the air above. While for a particular choice of u this should
noL change the rate of horizontal diffusion, it will influence the rate of loss
through the canopy. The descriptions of 61 and c51 may be augmented with a
sea.ling factor, <J, reflecting the degree of closure of the canopy (<J = l means
open stand conditions, <J 0 means solid canopy). Choosing a.n a.veragE' wind
speed of u = 0.6 m/s and an average spatial sea.le of loss of ( = 3 m gives
61 = O.324/<J hec [h- 1 and c51 = 360<Jfh- 1 .

=

2.3.5

Diffusitivity
Redistribution

f.l -

of Flying Beetles Due to Randorn

Turchin and Theony [2)estimate a para.meter for Lhe southern pine beetle which
is rela.Led to Lhe raLio of diffusion rate (p.) and loss rate of the populaLion (1· 1 +
w 1). Their model of diffusion with removal (clue to landing and background
cleaLh) in polar coordinaLes is

(2 14)
I [ere 'll is the density distribution of beetles as a function of one temporal (l) and
Lwo spa Lia.I(x, y) coordinates. The two parameters a.re D, the diffusion rate, and
c5,Lhe rate at which beetles are lost from Lhe dispersing population. Assuming
Lha.t Lheir ca.pLure ra.Le was proportional to Lhe instantaneous density of insects
aL a. point, they write c(r, t) = cm(r, l) where et, the consLa.nt of proportionality
is the capture efficiency of the Lraps. Cumulative captures over the entire course
of the study can be written

=fo c(r, l) ell= fo u(r, t) ell.
00

C(r)

00

et

The well known solution
inLegrated over Lime giving

[57) of (2.14) can be substituted

(2.15)
into (2.15) and

where No is the initial number of dispersing beetles and Ko is a. modified Bessel
function. This can be approximated by
C(r);::::; Ar-½ exp [-r/ B]

=

=

where A
(aN 0)/( ./Sii-efi538)
and B
.j7515.Fitting this to field data,
Turchin and Theony obtained estimates of A and B. Their estimates of B
(ranging from 0.19 to 4.8 hec½) are most relevant here.
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In the Powell et al. model, the diffusion rate,µ, is analogous to Turchin and
Theony's D and flying beetle loss clue to landing and death (1.1); our r1 + w1
is analogous to their 15.This gives

v~

B=~
With B

= 2.4 h c½,w 1 = 0.014

fh-

1,

r0 -

Resin

r1

= 0.16

fh-

1

we can solve for,.,.:

hec

l.OO[h.

fl=

2.3.6

and

Capacity

of a Healthy

Tree

This parameter describes the health or vigor oCa lodgepole of 10 inch di a.meter a.t
breast height under no environmental stress a.ncl ca.n be related to the volume
of resin in a tree. This parameter can be non-dimensionalized
by scaling a.II
measures of resin ca.pa.city to the health of a. healthy, unstressed tree. Units of
resin ca.pa.city should describe a. volume. To simplify unit analysis this ca.n be
denoted by units of [wR 0], where Ro, a. global parameter, describes volume of
resin per area., so that
ro = l hec Ro.

2.3. 7

Rate of Landing
to Nesting Beetles
r1

-

and Conversion

fron1 Flying

To estimate the a.Ltack rate of' 0ying MPB, based upon anecdotal evidence, I
assume that 15% of the flying beetles randomly land and attack trees per flight
hour. At any ti me, t, the population of flying beetles can be written

The solution to this is

P = Poe-,·,t.

At time t = 1 ('h the population should only have decreased by 15%, leaving
85% of tbe original population. Substituting these in the solution gives

Solving for r 1 gives

r1

-

ln(0.85) fh-

0.16 fh-
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1

.

1

2.3.8

r2 -

Rate of Resin Replenishment

Since global model variables describe densities rather than numbers at a point,
the parameters 1''.!and r3 mu. t also describe rates involving densities. To use
them in the local model they must be converted to rates i nvol vi ng numbers. This
can be accomplished by dividing by w, the characteristic size o[ a tree (Section
2.3.12). To avoid introducing a new parameter we will simply use the ratios
r-2/w and r 3/w. From personal communication [58] r2 should be approximately
equal to r 3 1·,1, meaning that the rate at which a tree can replenish its resin
1·eserves should be a.bout equal to the rate at which it flows out and crystallizes.
This will be the second o[ a system of equations involving (J, r2, r3, and r 4 .

2.3.9

r3 -

Rate of Resin Outflow Through

To estimate r 3 we consider equation (2.6). This equation
1·
0 and r r 0 - si_h_
The solution of interest is
r2

=

=

1·

= ro -

Attack

Holes

has steady stat s at

1'3

-h.
r~

Observing that there should be a value l'or h which is sufficient to deplete Lhe
constitutive resin capacity of the tree, I estimate this value Lo be a.bout 2 llMPB
[10, 11, 12, 13]. So, when 1· = 0, h = 2, with ro = 1, we have
1'3
-1·3
= 0 5 bee

This is Lhe third equation

2.3.10

r4

-

in the /3, r 2 , r 3 ,

R,o.
1·4

system.

Rate of Resin Crystallization

It t.akes one to Lwo days (5 to 10 fh) for resin to crystallize. Recalling (2.5) and
Laking there to be no continued infestation of an initally attacked, healthy tree
(r = ro = l), we have
.
r3
h = --r
4 h.
w
The solution Lo this differential equation is (recalling that his dependent upon
Lime)
h ho exp ( - r3
w r4 6t ) .

=

Assuming that a.l"ter two days the number of holes left unfilled by resin should
be nearly zero, we can say that this should be approximately
equal to h
ho exp( -1). Com pa.ring these two equations gives the relationship,

=

r3
1 = 10-r4,
1.U
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which gives an estimate of
r3

-r

w

4

= 0.1 hec -1

fh

-1

R 0-1

.

This equation completes the syst rn involving /3, r2, r-3, and r 4 .

0.2

/Jr2
-

r·2

r-31'4,

4w '

1'3

0.5,

1"'],

r3

0.1.

-r4
'W

Solving this system results in
8 I1ec-lR-1- 0

fJ

0.1 hec-

1

0.05 fh-

1

,

r11-1 Ra 1 ,
,

1.U

2 I1ec-lR-1

2.3.11

re -

O .

Radius of Engagement

This describes the maximum distance away from a tree a flying beetle can be and
still be visually attracted to it. It acts as a conversion factor for transforming
the density of flying MPB into the number of MPB attacking a tree. Assume
re

= 2 rn,

equivalently, in units of hectares
I

re= 0.02 hec 2

2.3.12

w - Constant Number
istic Size of a Tree

.

Describing

the Character-

This parameter is descriptive of the size of a tree being attacked. It is important
to note that this is not the basal area of a tree but more a description of the
micro-climate of a tree. I have chosen an average size of three square meters
cross sectional area. In hectares this is
w

= 0.003
21

hec.

I

Non-fitted

Paraineter

Para.rneLer

Value
1
2~tg fh- 1 IIMPB0.324/o- bee fh- 1

/13
CLl

61

{3

s Ral

81

3600- fh- l

µ

ro
7'1

r3/w
r3/w
1'4
1' e

O"

w

Table 2.3: A list of parameter
of' the systems involved.

2.4

Values

I

1

l hec fh- 1
1 hec Ro
0.16 fh- 1
0.1 fh- 1 Ra 1
0.02 fh- 1
5 Ral
I
0.02 hec 0
0- 1
0.003 hec
values estimated

using lit rature and knowledge

The Study Areas and Data Collection

I have used several data sets from the summers of 1995, 1996 and 1997. The

1995 data were collected from a plot in a lodgepole pine stand in the Cold Creek
drainage of the Sawtooth National Recreation Area (SNRA), Idaho. On August
6, 1995, a rnounLain pine beeLle pheromone tree bait was placed on a single tree
and left on for 24 hours. All trees within a radial distance of 10111from the
f'ocus tree were monitored for beeLle attacks until August 18. Attacks were
recorded on individual trees from the ground up to six feet twice a clay. ln the
fitting procedures I used only data from trees that were successfully attacked. A
graphical example of these attack series is seen in Figure 2.2. The attack series
on this particular tree exhibits the behavior the model is designed to capture, a
single peak representing beetle mass attack, with a fast initial attack time and
a slightly less abrupt cessation of attack.
The 1996 da.La were collected in a similar manner. Two plots near St.
Charles, Ida.ho were monitored from July 29 through August 13. Two focus
trees were artificially baited to initiate attacks, with the baits being removed
once atLacks had begun. All pine trees within a radial distance of 40 feel from
the focus tree were monitored. Attacks were counted twice daily on a secLion of
the bole from two to five feet from the base of the tree.
In 1997, three plots in the Willia.ms Cre k drainage of the SNRA were 111011-
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itored between August 6 to August 18. The plot radius from the focus trees
were 40 feet and counts were made twice daily between two and five feet from
the base of the tree. Two plots near St. Charles, Idaho were monitored in a
similar manner from August 2 to August 17.
Figure 2.3 depicts an attack series that does not conform to the expected
model behavior. These data, from the summer of 1997, show several peaks with
interspersed days of no beetle activity. I believe this is clue to temperatures too
low for MPB activity.

100

80
60
Allncks
(P.1PB)

40 •

20

Days
2

4

6

8

10

12

Figure 2.2: An example of MJ B attack serie. on a single tree. Tree number 7
f"rom Lhe 1995 data.

2.5

Fitting

the Model to the Data

The collected data reflect the rate of attack by MPB on single trees.
corresponds Lo the term appearing in (2.4) and (2.5):

This

1'

r 1 -I.

ro

I use this to estimate Ao, I/ and c, which are embedded in the infestation
function, I. By extracting the infestation term and replacing it with the experimental data. I created a. stepwise model that will back-calculate the number
of beetles infesting a tree at any given time step based upon the number of
n w attacks observed that clay. Then, noting that the infestation function, I, is
ultimately dependent upon the number of nesting beetles, I used the ca.lcula.ted
number of infesting beetles to obtain predictions from the in festa.tion function of
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F'igure 2.:3: An example of MJ 13 at.tack series on a single lree. Tree number 2
f'rorn Lhe 1997 daLa.
how many new attacks to expect at the next time step. Essentially, Lhis creates
two sets of ordered pairs consisting of the current number of nesting beeLles and
Lhe number of new a Ltacks at the next time sLep. Fitting these two claLa seLs wi 11
allowed me to estimate Ao, v and c. Although this method cannot validate the
model, it can show an internal consistency. That is, given reasonable esLirnates
for tree parameters, we can find consistent parameter values for both mov ment
and aggregation.
The ordered pairs wi 11 be as follows, where An represents observed new
at.Lacks at each time step, n,

To flatten the more sensitive infestation function we can rewrite these pairs using a logarithmic transform,

{ qn, In

0 )} vs.
e,",:~

{qn, Jn(I(qn))}.

To create these ordered pairs and use the data in the parametrization
of the
local model 1 first constructed a stepwise model that allows for back-calculation
of Lhe number of beetles infesting a tree at any given time sLep based upon the
number of new atlacks observed that clay. Some simplifying assumptions about
the physical characteristics of the system are required.
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2.5.1

Simplifying

Assumptions

From (2.4), the term describing

and the Stepwise

Model

the number of beetles infesting a tree is

r

r1 To

I.

From (2.6), assuming that r does not equal zero (the case where the tree is
dead) and Lha L, on our time sea.le, the change in tree vigor, r', is sma.l I, we ca.n
estimate 7' Lo he
r3
r = ro - -h.
(2.16)
r2

In (2.5), if we La.ke r 4 , the rate of resin crystallization,

to be slow compared

to

beetle activity, the r3r 4rh term is negligible a.nd

.

r

h=r 1 -I.
ro
The right-hand side of this qua.Lion is the part of the model tha.t corresponds
Lo the observational data, the number of attacks per time on a particular tree.
We 1·eplace this pc1rt of the model with our observational values and cl fine the
following stepwise terms based on the preceding assumptions.
h 11

t.he s11111
ol' att.acks observed

L; =1
1

r 11

from time l ton

A;,

the initial health of' a tree - resin loss clue Lo aLtack holes
1·

q11

0 -

,:..;i.h

r2

,n>

rate of new aUacks - beetles killed or pitched out by tree defenses
.c:!...n_
6t -

f3r3 qn r n·

In the last equation I assume tha.t An and r11are constant at a given Lime step.
For .::..t we can use one time step, n - 1 ton, which corresponds to an initial
condition for q,, given by q,,_ 1 . The solution for the differential equation of cin is

\,Vith this stepwise model I use the number of attack holes currently in a tree
and estimate Lhe number of nesting beetles at the previous time step.

2.5.2

Fitting

Techniques

The goal is Lo fit the model prediction,

{q,,, ln(I(qn))},
to the data,
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hy choosing va.lttes for Ao, 1/ and c, which are embedded in I. I use a least-squares
regression method to fit model predictions to the observed data. Specifically,
1 used Mathematica's NonlinearRegress routine [59] which performs their LevenbergMarquardt method, gradually shifting the search from steepest descent to
quadratic minimization.
Instead of creating one large set from the observed data and fitting the model
Lo every tree simultaneously I dealt with one tree at a time and repeated the fitting procedure several times. This was necessary since the apparent background
density of MPB (related to c) could potentially be different for ea.ch tree. In
addition, seperate fitting procedures, to some extent, provides independent validation of the model - if the shape parameters change radically from Lree Lo tree
iL would suggesL Lha.t the model is invalid. Since the para.meter estimates agree
reasonably well, iL lends validation to the model.
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Chapter

3

Results
3.1

Estimation
gression

of Ao, v and c by Non-linear

Re-

Tables 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 provide a. summary of the resulLs of the ritting procedure
applied Lo successfully attacked Lrees and Lhe average values for Ao, I/, and c.
For simpliciLy, in Lhese results l have chosen O"= 0.5 (Section 2.3.4) for all plots,
meaning Lha.La.II plots a.re ha.I[ way between completely open and completely
closed. The correlation coefficienL of the rit, r 2 , is a. measure of how good the
fiL is; r 2 = l means the function predicts the da.La.perfectly. The correlation
coefficient describes the fit of a.II three para.meters simultaneously, not a. partial
correlation of ea.ch para.meter individually.
Although yea.rs 1996 and 1997 have lower correla.Lion coefficients than 1995,
the estimates [rom these yea.rs remain in the neighborhood of the 1995 estimates.
The most extreme estimated values for Ao and v differ by a factor of about ten,
with most estimates being much more consistent. The estimates for c vary by
[our orders of magnitude. More variation is expecLed in c since it is 1·elaLed to
background emergence of beetles, which will vary from site Lo site.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 show how well the fitting procedure matches Lhe stepwise model predictions. The dotted lines represent model predictions with the
current number of attacking beetles on the x-axis and the predicted number of
new attacks at the next time step on the y-axis. The solid lines show model
predictions using fitted values of A 0 , 1/ and c. Figure 3.1 represents the same
attack series shown in Figure 2.2. The model captures system behavior very
nicely, with r 2 = 0.92. Figure 3.2 is based upon the attack series seen in Figure
2.3. In this ca.5e the model does a poor job of capturing system behavior.
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1995 Fitted

Tree
l
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Average

Ao
2.5
7.8
4.l
5.4
7.7
3.6
4.0
3.7
4.8

Parameter

14.0
4.6
10.2
5.7
4.7
9.0
8.3
7.8
8.0

I

Estimates
r"L

C

[/

455
637
95
821
999
2238
1929
636
976

0.41
0.75
0.55
0.71
0.91
0.50
0.92
0.86
0.70

Table 3.1: Pa.ra.rneLer estimates using 1995 claLa.

I

1996 Fitted

Tree
l
2
3
4
5
6
Average

Ao
2.7
2.0
2.1
5.3
3.6
4.1
3.3

Parameter
I/

11.2
14.8
10.3
5.4
4.5
7.0
8.9

Estimates

I

C

r<

600
162
910
312
1962
904
808

0.35
0.31
0.31
0.37
0.41
0.66
0.40

Table 3.2: Para.meter estimates using 1996 data..
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I 1997

Fitted

Tree
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
Average

Parameter

Ao
6.9
3.8
5.0
4.7
3.3
3.6
9.7
114
7.9
8.7
8.1
10.7
6.0
3.1
6.5
30
5.9
10.6
3.5
7.6
20 9
21.2
7.8

I/

5.0
4.1
7.9
8.6
8.7
7.1
2.8
3.1
3.2
3.2
3.0
2.5
32
5.2
3.3
11.0
3.2
3.9
10.3
3.3
1.3
12
4.8

Estimates
r~
C

1651
1500
2.8
1769
892
2089
5109
98
2248
2412
2056
1950
4253
2410
11401
1050
3825
09
75
5023
2523
4795
2597

I

0.22
0.02
0.07
0.51
0.42
0.25
0.21
0.08
0.20
0.90
0.25
0.25
0.39
0.21
0.09
048
0.25
0.02
0.86
0.19
0.44
0.24
0.30

Table 3.3: Parameter estimates using 1997 <la.ta..
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Fig11re 3.1: SLepwise model predicLion (doLLed) and model preclicLion
using fitLed parameLer values. Tree number 7 from the 1995 cla.La..

3.2

Difficulties
Procedure

of the Model

(solid)

and the Fitting

The rcsu!Ls of our paran1eter esLirnation procedures are encouraging.
'We have
ohlained rcasona.bi<' and consistent estimates for Ao, v and c. Although these
estimates gi\'C' conficl<'nec in the modeling efforL, there a.re some difficult points
worth considering.
One clifficulLy occurcd when the stepwise model ocassionally predicLed negative values f'or Lhc ClllT<'nt resin capacity of a tree and the number of beeLles
cxpecLecl Lo inf'est a t.r . To compensate for this problem I used the second
b1·anch of th adiahaLic solution set for r, r = 0, from

r

= max

[

r3
ro - -h,

0] .

r2

Also, difficulties with the 1996 and 1997 data. point to a shortcoming of the
model. As with many insects and planLs, iVIPB and tree activity are closely
lied Lo temperature.
Optimal temperatures
produce the greatest beetle and
tree activity.
Colder or warmer temperatures lea.cl to lower rates of activity,
noL necessarily to Lhc same degree in MPB and a. host tree. The model has no
mechanisms Lo accounL for this temperature dependence. This means that it is
assumed the temperature remains reasonably constant from one clay to the next
and that temperatures are always conducive to full beetle and tree activity. This
assumption worked well in the 1995 experiments. However, during the collection
of the 1996 and 1997 data, temperatures
fluctuated widely and often became
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F'igure 3.2: Stepwise model prediction (clotted) and model prediction
using fitted parameter values. Tree number 2 from the 1997 data.

(solid)

very cold. This would, essentially, reduce or eliminate the true number oCbours
in a day a.va.ila.ble for activity. ln the data., this is seen as a. day with fewer attacks
bci ng obse,·vecl. Five fligh L hours are sti 11counted as ha.vi ng passed. J nspect.ion
of Lhe St. Charles data. reveals several suspicious drops in beetle activity. This
messiness may be due, in pa.rL, to lower temperatures.
The fitting procedure
wa.s able to converge upon physically real para.meter estimates for only a. few
of Lhe trees' data series. Unfortunately,
temperature data for our sites is not
a.va.ila.ble.
In a.n effort to compensa.t , at least in parL, for the temperature rlucLua.tions
I attempted
to identify a.nd remove data points that were likely collected on
clays when beetle activity wa.s less than optima.I. This did not improve the fit.
Without records of daily Lempera.tures it is difficult to guess which low-activity
clays a.re clue to low temperature
a.nd which are due Lo other ca.uses. Also, a.
low-activity data. point should not necessarily be eliminated from the cla.La series. Logically, iL should be viewed as a. [racLion of Lhe optima.I activity a.nd
merely needs to be weighted differently. However, in such a.n effort, determining
how much to increase or weight a.ny given data. point would be difficult. Because of the difficulty a.nd ineffectiveness of these attempts, I have left the data.
unmodified.
To include temperature terms in the model is possible. However, it would necessitate the introduction of many new parameters a.ncl increase the complexity
of the fitting procedures a.ncl other modeling efforts. Since tempera.tu re changes
do not affect tree a.nd beetle activity to the same degree separate parameters
would have to be included for both. Keeping in view that, for now, a. simpler,
less accurate model ma.y be much more usefu I than a. complex, precise model,
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tern pcra.ture dependence

3.3

Dimensional
Theorem

may be saved for a later version.

Analysis:

The Buckingham

Pi

A dimensional analysis of the model can provide an important understanding of what exactly the fitting procedure is accomplishing. Making use of the
Buckingham Pi theorem, [60] which states that if there is a physical law that
gives a relation among a. certain number of physical quantities, then there is an
equivalent law that can be expressed as a relation among certain dimensionless
quantities, 7rt, 1r 2 , .. , hence the name. In the Powell et al. model we see that
there are a. least two non-dimensional combinations. From equation (2.7),

and
7r2

=A

0

(4b,+wo,).

ln the fitting procedure I chose values for most para.meters and fit for Ao, v and
c. ln reality, the procedure fits for the non-dimensional combinations involving
these three para.meters. By assigning values for a 1 , bi, c51 , /land w, we obtain
values for Ao, I/ and c. So we can see how changes in any or the para.meters
aJl"ed the values of Lhc others. For example, if !:'.A 0 equals a. constant. then as
/L
you i11crease u, 11 must increase proportionally Lo maintain the equality. This
is t.rue or both 1r 1 and 1r2.
l(nowing LhaL it. is 1r 1 and 1r 2 which were fit for saves time and work. Fot·
example, if further exp riments were to give a better estimate of bi, .I would not
need Lo re-estimate the value of Ao, I could simply need to adjust it in such a.
way as to keep the value of 1r 2 the same.

3.4

Sensitivity

Analysis

Our confidence in the values used for model parameters varies. Some parameters
are more easily and r lia.bly estimated from previous research, literature and
knowledge of Lhe systems involved. Other para.meters' estimates, however, a.re
less reliable. [t will be helpful to know how sensitive the fitting procedure is
to 111oclelpara.meters. If variation in parameters ca.uses large changes in the
estimates of Ao, I/ and c, the confidence in the fitted para.meter values can only
be as strong as the confidence in the estimated para.meter values. However, if
the estimates of Ao, I/ and ca.re resistant to change due to variation in the other
para.meters this may suggest tha.L either the fitting procedure does not depend
heavily on these para.meters or that the fitted values a.re good estimates a.ncl not
easily affected by incorrect parameter choices.
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Sensitivity
Parameter
{3
{3
r2
r2
r3
r3
(J"
(J"

Analysis

Perturbation (%)
+10
-10
+10
-10
+10
-10
+200 (to 1)
-98 (to 0.01)

Summary
ri

Response (%)
+0.07
-0.07
-0.26
-1.73
-1.88
-0.49
< +0.001
-6140

Table 3.4: Sensitivity of fitting procedure to small variations in parameter
ues.

val-

In order to determine how sensitive the fitting procedure is to the choices
or estimated para.meter values, J performed a. simple sensitivity analysis by increasing and decreasing values by, usually, ten percent. To measure the re. ponse
of the model I tracked the correlation coefficient, r 2 , of the fitted parameters.
During my work with the model it has been apparent that some parameters are
more influential than others. l have choosen to investigate four of the most influential: {3, 1·2 , r 3 and !J". Table 3.4 shows varied parameters, the perturbations
and the response of the model.
These are interesting results. It appears that the model is fairly insensitive
to {3, the parameter describing mortality rate of beetles to a tree's resin defenses.
The parameters r 2 and r-3 have more of an influence, but mainly with perturbations in certain directions. With a decrease in r 2 or an increase in 1'3 there
seems to more of an effect than with an increase or decrease, respectively. To
understand this we recall (2.16). The fraction r 3 /r2 increases with a drop in r2
or an increase in r 3 . This suggests that the model is sensitive to the value of the
fraction rather than the individual values of r 2 or r 3 , which appear separately
in other places in the model.
By performing similar analysis with the other parameters I found that the
fitting procedure is most sensitive to r 3 /r 2 . This is an interesting point and may
reveal something important a.bout the assumptions I have ma.de to obtain these
estimates. In Section 2.3.9 I assume that it requires a.bout two hundred beetles
to deplete the resin ca.pa.city of a healthy tree. Since changes in this number
make the model much less able to predict system behavior it suggests that this
is a. critical assumption. Also, this suggests that there is a specific number of
attacks which overcome a tree's defenses and that this is less than the number
of beetles that can nest in a. tree before it is rna.xirna.lly colonized.
The parameter !J" also has an interesting effect. An increase to !J"
1 only

=
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increases 1'" slighLly, while a decrease to <r 0.01 (describing a completely closed
st.and of trees) lowers the 1·2 value substantially. With <r near zero, 61 would be
very large, corresponding to a fa.st diffusion rate of beetle pheromones and i51
would be very small, corresponding to a low loss rate of pheromone molecules
out of the canopy. This suggests that the dynamics of the system may be very
different depending on whether a forest is open or closed.
From these results and similar analysis of the other parameters, we see that
the model is robust in relation to most parameters. However, small changes in
a few parameters greatly decreases the accuracy of the fitting procedure.

3.5

Directions

for Continued

Work

With a good understanding
of which para.meters are the most influential and
i 111rort.anL to estimate very a.ccu rately, experiments aimed at obta.i n i ng more
precise estimates can be planned. Also, experiments Lo overcome some of the
apparent shortcomings of th 111oclelwill help refine Lhe model. Th se may
include experiments to track background emergence of beetles, which would
give better estimates of c and might additionally be used as in indicator of
temperature errects on beetle activity. Other experiments may focus on beeLle
activity once Lhey have arrived in an attacked area or have landed on an attacked
tree.
In addition Lo new experimental
design, Lhe inclusion of temperature
or
weather influences in the model is likely to enable Lhe model Lo match system
lwhavio1· much more closely. These environmental factors affect system behavior in many ways, tll'o of the most important being MPB development and
Pmergcnce and lree health.
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Chapter

4

Conclusion
In an effort Lo beLLcr unclersLancl and describe the behavior of the MPB/Host
Tree system a global model Lhat mimics the complex spa.Lia] dynamics of'· !JPB
movement was crea.Led. Finding the global model di fficu IL to parameLrize and
work with, a local projection which allowed Lhe use of observational claLa. to
make esLimaLes of' Lhree of Lhe parameters was ma.de. Using a leasL-squares
filling meLhod l esLimated values for Ao, v and c by fitting model predictions
hased on the in festa.tion function to analogous predictions based on observational numbers.
The localization can be considered analogous to system behavior a.ta. single
tree. Using empirical daLa. of numbers of MPB attacks on a single Lree I have
comrared trne system behavior with behavior predicted by the local model.
Leaving Lhree model parameters free, I used a. least-squares fitting procedure to
make estimates of their values. Repeating this procedure with data. collected
f'rom many Lrees allowed me Lo compare a.ncl average many estimated values.
The pa.rarncL r values obtained using the local projection model can be a.ppl iccl to the global model. The global model now more accurately describes and
predicts system behavior on a forest-sized scale. Although the results. uggest
parameter estimates to be reasonably reliable, continued research is necessary
to obtain a better understanding and, ultimately, control of the MPB/pine tree
host system. Such continued work may including new experimental designs and
model modifications which focus on current shortcomings.
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